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I have a great passion for the hospitality industry
as well as product development. It is area of my
expertise. Creative and original with ability to
see the big picture with expansive focus.

Developed skills
Great communication and relation building skills
Strong leadership skills/ability to lead complex projects
Decision making and willingness to take a risk
Positive thinking and working willingness
Project coordination and management
Ability to notice the opportunity
Concept development

Entrepreneurial and artistic personality
25 % enterprising
23 % artistic
20 % investigative
17 % social
15 % conventional

01/ 2016 YUZU RESTAURANT/ Oslo Norway
I opened Yuzu restaurant as a partner. Yuzu opened in very prime location right
beside the Royal castle. Restaurant with sophisticated take on the Japanese style
of informal eating and drinking. I took part in leading complex project, requiring
different skills through out process of planing, building and running the place.
09/ 2014 NOZU FUSION BAR/ Oslo Norway
I was coordinating process of brand development. Creating set of logo, wrapping
paper, coffee cups, stickers, menu design, as well as participating in many other
decisions in brand development and interior design.
08/ 2011 HANAMI/ Oslo Norway
I was head-hunted with Karel, great chef and friend to open Hanami - a new
Japanese fusion restaurant and cocktail bar in Oslo, Norway. We accepted this
challenging offer as we were given a free hands to put our knowledge and
expertise to use and prove to ourselves we could do it. Both bar and restaurant
have gone from strength to strength and are now an established part of the
cutting-edge restaurant scene currently emerging in Scandinavia.
02/ 2010 ZUMA/ London UK
Zuma is an internationally renowned and very successful restaurant which
offers contemporary Japanese cuisine. Here I took in the concept to understand
the roots of their success and what they were doing right.
2001 HOTEL ACADEMY/ Slovakia
School living exam - hotel management, gastronomy.

I enjoy meeting new people, establishing relationships built on honesty, good
communication and creativity - attributes which I believe are necessary for
building future working and personal relationships.

I see myself continuing creative work, applying my peoples and project
leadership skills, and hoping for further development of my talents,
personality as well as sharing my expertise with others.

